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There are lots of games
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beginning

Other

for telling the time on
Purple Mash under Maths.

18.05.20
Read the poem below:

Telling the time!

You’ve done all the research now for
Mr Smith’s holiday. You need to put

This week I want you to work on telling the

all the information together. Create a

time using an analogue clock.

poster to show Mr Smith your ideas
for his holiday- fingers crossed he

Please see the resources document for
learning how to tell the time. This is a skill
that you will use every day for the rest of
your life, so it is really important you know

Monday

it.
Have a go at making your own analogue
clock using objects from around your house
(see the resources section for an idea).
You could use toy figures or Lego blocks
instead of cubes to show the minutes.
See how creative you can be.

likes it.

Make a list of all the nouns and verbs.
Can you think of any more nouns or
verbs associated with night?
Your task is to write a poem in the same

Write a timetable for the day, draw a

Make a journey stick! (You have two

style as yesterday’s poem. Your poem is

picture of an analogue clock showing the

days to create this)

going to be about morning.

time you are going to do everything today.
We are at the end of our topic about

Tuesday

Today you are going to plan your poem,

America. Today I would like you to

I want you to brainstorm:

create a journey stick to show what



Sounds

you have enjoyed learning about in



Sights

this topic.



Tastes



Events (brushing teeth)

Please see the resources for an

All related to morning, please see

example of how to make a journey

resources document for an example of

stick. The example says to laminate-

how to brainstorm.

this part isn’t important.

Note: You can draw pictures rather
than print them off the internet.

Wednesday

Time to write your poem!

See the resources document, there are

Using your plan from yesterday, can you

some times to read, practise telling the

write a poem with the title Morning?

time to the nearest 5 minutes. See the
example to see how to write the answer.

Finish your journey stick!

Can you write it neatly and decorate it
with pictures mentioned in your poem?

Thursday

Design a new chocolate bar! Today I

Telling the time to the exact minute. Now

Bonjour Classe!

want you to invent a new chocolate bar,

you’ve mastered reading time to the

write a list of ingredients and

nearest 5 minutes, let’s look closer to the

Today you’re going to look at writing

instructions how to make the new

minute. See the resources document for

sentences about foods you like and

chocolate bar.

support.

dislike. See the resources for support.

You will also find some questions to

Can you write 3 sentences (with

answer.

pictures) saying foods you like and 3
sentences (with pictures) saying food
you dislike?

Friday

Design an advertising poster to persuade

Sometimes analogue clocks are shown in

At the end of a half term we would

as many people as possible to buy your

Roman Numerals. Today I would like you to

always make sure our classroom was

chocolate bar. Think about displaying the

remind yourself of Roman Numerals to 12.

tidy, so today I want you to make

cost, the taste/flavours, where you can

Can you draw a clock and add the numbers

sure your work is put away neatly, do

buy it and a picture of the new

in Roman Numerals?

a job to help someone out around

chocolate bar.

the house and make a plan of

Remember you want yours to stand out

everything you’d like to do over half

so make it neat and colourful.

term. Happy Half Term!

